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contents and should be looked upon as a resultant of the
unconscious processes that extends into consciousness.
If on the basis of experience we are inclined to assume that
all categories of conscious contents can under certain conditions
be unconscious; then we come to the unexpected question as
to' whether the unconscious also has dreams. Are there, in
other words, resultants of yet deeper and, if possible, still
more unconscious processes, which penetrate obscure regions
of the mind ? I should have to set aside this paradoxical
question as altogether too adventurous were there not at
hand actual grounds which bring such an hypothesis within
the sphere of possibility.
We must first see what sort of evidence is required to
prove that the unconscious also has dreams. If we want to
prove that dreams enter consciousness, we have simply to
show that certain contents are present which in character
and meaning are strange and unassimilable, in contrast to
other contents which can be rationally explained and under-
stood. Now if we are to prove that the unconscious'also has
dreams, we must treat its contents in a similar way. It will
be simplest if I give an actual example,
The case is that of an officer, 27 years of age. He was
suffering from severe attacks of pain in the region of the
heart and from a choking sensation in the throat, as though a
ball were stuck there. He also had acute pains in the left
heel. There was nothing organically to account for the
symptoms. The attacks had begun about two months before,
and the patient had been exempted from military service
on account of his occasional inability to walk. Various
attempted cures availed nothing. A searching investigation
into the previous history of his illness gave no clue, and he
himself had no idea as to what the cause might be* He gave
the impression of a fresh, somewhat light-hearted nature,
perhaps rather theatrically robust, as though his demeanour
were saying: ' Do we look like being vanquished ?'
•Since the anamnesis revealed nothing, I, questioned him

